
ALPHA SCREENS
Alpha suspended acoustic 
dividers are a lightweight, 
semi-rigid, decorative acoustic 
screen manufactured with solid 
colour throughout.
They are typically used to improve both 
the creativity and acoustic performance of 
interior spaces. Alpha Screen help to improve 
user privacy and layout of open offices while 
retaining free flowing workspaces and ease 
of communication. Screens can be custom 
cut to size with a maximum screen size of 
1200mm x 2780mm x 12mm/24mm. Each 
screen is available in 20 colours in 12mm and 
24mm.

DATA FEATURES
STANDARD SIZE
2400mm x 1200mm x 12mm 

FIRE SPECIFICATION
EN13501-:2007+A1:2009 B - s1, d0

COMPOSITION
65% Recycled PET Fibre | 35% Virgin Fibre

DENSITY
12mm 2.4KG/M2 - 24mm 4.8KG/M2

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
DIFFERS WITH DESIGN

RECOMMENDED FIXING
Screens can be suspended directly from the ceiling, 
suspended from wires and fixed from both ends.  

AREA OF APPLICATION: SUSPENDED

- Easy to hand with TAC Rails

- Designs are fully customisable 

- Customisable lengths and widths

- Incorporate company logos

- Lightweight 

- Manufactured from recycled polyester 

- A great treatment for open plan offices

- Improves user privacy 

- Excellent at dividing spaces 

- Cost effective 

- Available in 12mm and 24mm thick 

FINISHES

INSPIRATION 

Choose from one or more of the Alpha colour options below in 12mm and 24mm.

Slate

Fuzzy Green

Caramel

Charcoal

Teal

Purple

Opal

Azure

Pink

Black

Sage

Sand

Soft Blue

Yellow

White

Navy

Red

Ice White

Deep Blue

Orange

CHEVRON

FRACTURE



DESIGN OPTIONS DESIGN OPTIONS
Select from a wide range of standard designs or create your own. Our inhouse design team can help 
you create one-of-a-kind designs with 3d visuals available for proof of concept for your interior design.

 AutoDWG DWGSee copy drawing's einties to clipboard, http://www.autodwg.com

 AutoDWG DWGSee copy drawing's einties to clipboard, http://www.autodwg.com

ABSTRACT ILLUSION

FLOW VINES

CIRCLES MAZE 

FOREST STRIKE 

CROSS RAIN FOREST

FRACTURE WEAVE

DAZE SOLAR

GLASS CUSTOM



INSPIRATION
Select from a wide range of standard designs or create your own. Our inhouse design team can help 
you create one-of-a-kind designs with 3d visuals available for proof of concept for your interior design.
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